SITUATION 3: During a non-championship/multi-team meet, a swimmer from one of the participating teams is disqualified, and her coach asks that a meet committee be convened to discuss a misapplication of a rule. RULING: A meet committee is only a requirement of championship meets. As a result, the request should be denied. COMMENT: Other meets are administered by the referee or other officials appropriate to the type of meet. (4-1-2)

SITUATION 4: Prior to a triple-dual meet, the referee and starter determine that a pre-meet conference is not necessary. RULING: Incorrect procedure. COMMENT: The pre-meet conference is now mandatory for all participating teams to review meet procedures, special instructions and any unusual pool conditions. A comprehensive list of items to be covered is included in Appendix G of the 2018-19 Swimming Officials Guidelines Manual. State associations may determine an alternative method of communication in situations where the size of the meet makes a pre-meet conference impractical. (4-2-1d)

SITUATION 5: A meet is scheduled in a five-lane pool involving (a) two teams, (b) four teams. In (a), the host team chooses to close Lane 1, and the visiting team chooses the odd-numbered lanes for competition. In (b), the host team determines that entries are to be seeded. RULING: Correct procedure in (a) and (b). COMMENT: In a dual meet, when the number of teams cannot be equally divided into the number of lanes, the visiting team selects lanes in which to compete, but the host team may choose when to close a lane. In a non-championship/multi-team meet, when the number of teams cannot be equally divided into the number of lanes, the host school meet management shall determine whether the entries are seeded or lanes are assigned by lots. Host schools are encouraged to notify participating schools of the protocol in advance. (5-3-1, 5-3-2)

SITUATION 6: A host team is conducting a championship meet in a six-lane pool and seeds the preliminary heats so that there are a minimum of three competitors/relay teams in each heat. Twelve places are scored for the finals. In the 500-yard freestyle, only eight swimmers entered the event and qualified for finals and consolation finals. The host team places the fastest five swimmers in the finals heat and the remaining three swimmers in the consolation finals. RULING: Incorrect procedure. COMMENT: There shall be a minimum of three competitors or relay teams seeded in any preliminary heat or timed final heat. The fastest swimmers from the preliminaries of each event shall qualify for the finals and the next fastest swimmers shall qualify for consolation finals. If there are fewer competitors than the total number of scoring lanes, the finals heat shall be filled even if that leaves two or fewer competitors in the consolation finals heat. (5-3-5, 5-4-2)